Chemical Vapor Deposition-Grown Graphene: The Thinnest Solid Lubricant
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Since its discovery in 2004, graphene has drawn much attention in many research areas because of its exceptional properties, including very high mobility, superior mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, and high optical transparency.1–6 Graphene has shown promise for many potential applications, including organic solar cells, field-effect transistors, hydrogen storage, and ultracapacitors.7 Graphene may be a good candidate for solid lubricants that reduce the adhesion and friction forces between contact surfaces on the micro- and nanoscale while protecting the coated surface. This is because graphene is atomically thin and strong, chemically stable even under severe environmental conditions, and stacked in a lamellar structure with low shear strength similar to graphite. Additionally, graphene surfaces are hydrophobic, indicating low surface energy,8 and the surface energy can be easily tailored through simple surface treatment.9 Recently, it was reported that pristine graphene sheets of more than four layers showed friction forces as small as that of bulk graphite,10 and that graphene platelets added in oil increased the lubrication performance of oil.11 These previous studies imply that graphene could be used effectively as a lubricant.

Interaction forces between contact surfaces, such as the adhesion and friction forces, are crucial in many applications at the nanoscale because of the high surface to volume ratio of nanomaterials and nanodevices.12 The operation and lifetimes of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are dominated by interaction forces. In fabrication processes such as nanoimprint lithography and transfer printing, the adhesion between contact materials plays an important role in the fidelity of pattern formation. Various lubricant materials, micro-/nanopatterns, and surface treatment processes have been developed to control the interfacial forces between contacting surfaces. Recently, methods for synthesizing large-area graphene on metal layers through chemical vapor deposition (CVD) have been proposed, and graphene has been readily transferred onto various substrates.13–17 CVD-grown graphene has great merit as a surface coating because of its excellent scalability and transferability. In this study, we characterized the adhesion and frictional properties of CVD-grown graphene to investigate the feasibility of graphene as a thin solid lubricant between contacting surfaces. We showed that CVD-grown graphene effectively reduced the adhesion and friction forces, and multilayer graphene films that were a few nanometers thick had low coefficients of friction comparable to that of bulk graphite.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphene films with different numbers of layers were synthesized on Cu and Ni metal catalysts by CVD and transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate by a wet transfer method similar to a previously reported process.16,17

ABSTRACT As an atomically thin material with low surface energy, graphene is an excellent candidate for reducing adhesion and friction when coated on various surfaces. Here, we demonstrate the superior adhesion and frictional characteristics of graphene films which were grown on Cu and Ni metal catalysts by chemical vapor deposition and transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate. The graphene films effectively reduced the adhesion and friction forces, and multilayer graphene films that were a few nanometers thick had low coefficients of friction comparable to that of bulk graphite.
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Monolayer graphene was grown on Cu foil and multilayer graphene (1–10 layers) was grown on a Ni layer deposited on the SiO2/Si substrate. In this letter, the graphene grown on Cu (Ni) and then transferred onto a SiO2/substrate by a wet transfer process is referred to as Cu (Ni)-grown graphene on SiO2. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film was used as a supporting layer only in the transfer of Cu-grown graphene. Figure 1 shows optical and atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of Cu- and Ni-grown graphene transferred onto the SiO2/Si substrate. Figure 1a shows that the Cu-grown graphene consisted primarily of a monolayer, and partial bi- or trilayer flakes were observed. The inset in Figure 1a shows the Raman spectra (Horiba HR800 with a laser wavelength of 514 nm, 50× objective lens) of graphene; typical G and 2D bands were observed at ∼1580 and 2700 cm−1, respectively. The ratio of 2D/G peaks was 2.0, indicating monolayer graphene. Topography images (Figure 1c) revealed that the Cu-grown graphene was relatively flat, and the thickness of one layer of graphene was about 0.5 nm, a little thicker than the interlayer spacing in bulk graphite (0.34 nm). Some fine PMMA residue and contaminants were observed on the graphene surface. The optical image of Ni-grown graphene shows clear contrast between areas with different numbers of graphene layers (Figure 1b). The Raman spectrum of graphene shows typical D, G, and 2D peaks for multilayer graphene. The AFM image of graphene (Figure 1d) shows that the surface was fairly rough with many peaks and valleys. The thickness variation on the graphene surface was a few nanometers, corresponding to a few tens of layers.

The adhesion and friction tests were performed using a home-built microtribometer to investigate the adhesion and frictional characteristics of the graphene on the microscale. The adhesion tests were also conducted using a commercial AFM to interrogate the graphene samples on the nanoscale. Figure 2 shows the pull-off force on the graphene samples measured by the microtribometer and AFM. The results show that the pull-off force decreased due to the presence of the graphene films, and the effect of graphene on the pull-off force was influenced by the counterpart material in contact and the graphene samples. The counterpart materials were fused silica, representative of hard materials, and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), representative of soft materials. When the fused-silica lens was used as a counterpart material and the contact load was 10 mN, the pull-off force on bare SiO2 was 12.4 mN and the pull-off forces on both Cu- and Ni-grown graphene were so small that the values were nearly equal to the measurement noise level (Figure 2a). When the contact load was increased to 50 mN, the pull-off forces were 0.25 mN on the Cu-grown graphene and 0.14 mN on the Ni-grown graphene, indicating that conformal contact between the fused-silica lens and the graphene did not occur under this contact load. Because the surface of the silica lens was

Figure 1. Optical (a, b) and AFM (c, d) images of Cu- and Ni-grown graphene transferred onto SiO2/Si substrates: (a, c) optical and topography images of Cu-grown graphene on SiO2; (b, d) optical and topography images of Ni-grown graphene on SiO2. Insets in the optical image are Raman spectra for each graphene sample, showing the basic features of graphene. Insets in the AFM images are line profiles of position marked with a red dotted line. The AFM topography was obtained in noncontact mode, and the scan size was 10 μm × 10 μm.

Figure 2. Pull-off force on graphene samples measured by (a) a microtribometer for microscale contact and (b) AFM for nanoscale contact. Gr: graphene.
stiff and hard, and residue, contaminant, and corruga-
tion were present on the graphene surface due to
synthesis and transfer processes, the real contact area
between the lens and the graphene films was quite
small, especially under small contact loads, and this
resulted in low pull-off forces. For the PDMS lens, the
conformal contact between the lens and the graphene
films readily formed because PDMS is compliant, and
its stiffness is several orders of magnitude lower than
that of fused silica. The apparent contact radius be-
tween the PDMS lens and the graphene
was a few

times larger than that between the fused-silica lens and
the graphene films. The pull-off force on the Cu-
grown graphene decreased about 13% compared with
that on the bare SiO2/Si substrate, and the pull-off force
on the Ni-grown graphene decreased about 26%
compared with that on the substrate. The water con-
tact-angle measurements (Supporting Information,
Figure S1) revealed that graphene had lower surface
energy than SiO2, resulting in a low adhesion force. The
results on both graphene samples showed that when
the graphene films contacted a hard material on the
microscale, the surface contaminant and corrugation,
rather than the surface energy, influenced adhesion
between the graphene and the contact material, sig-
nificantly decreasing adhesion. Therefore, it is sug-
gested that a soft material, such as polymeric films,
should be used as a substrate for conformal contact to
increase adhesion between graphene and the sub-
strate in applications requiring high adhesion or relia-
bility. Interestingly, damage was not observed on
graphene due to contact, even under repeated tests
over three times at the same location on the sample. It
was reported that the work of adhesion between
graphite and the SiO2 substrate was higher than the
work of cohesion of graphite in the atomistic simula-
tion based on density functional theory.21 However,
the transfer onto the fused silica lens of the CVD-grown
graphene on the SiO2 substrate was not observed in
our experiment. The difference between the experi-
mental results and the theoretical calculation could be
due to the difference in contact geometry and the
corrugation and contaminants present on the gra-
phene surface. Also, there were similar variations in
pull-off force among different graphene samples. That
is, the pull-off force on Cu-grown graphene, which was
thinner than Ni-grown graphene, was higher than that
on Ni-grown graphene. This tendency was also ob-
served in the nanoscale adhesion tests.

To investigate the adhesion properties of graphene
during nanoscale contact, adhesion tests were per-
formed by AFM to achieve single asperity contact and
eliminate the effect of surface morphology on adhe-
sion. Figure 2b shows the pull-off force measured
by AFM on the same samples used in the microscale
tests. During nanoscale contact, graphene also re-
duced the pull-off force, and changes in pull-off force
with different graphene samples were similar to those
in the microscale experiments using the PDMS lens,
regardless of the tip radius. That is, the pull-off force on
Cu-grown graphene was higher than that on Ni-grown
graphene. The surface energy and pull-off force of
graphene did not depend on the number of graphene
layers in previous reports.5,10 We believe that the
higher pull-off force on Cu-grown graphene was due
to residue from PMMA resist used as a supporting
material for the wet transfer of the Cu-grown gra-
phene. PMMA residue was not completely removed
using conventional resist cleaning, similar to a previous
report using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).20
In our graphene films, PMMA residue was present on
the surface of the Cu-grown graphene, as shown later
in the AFM image measured at the boundary of the
wear track. The water contact angle was smaller on
PMMA than on graphene (Supporting Information,
Figure S1), indicating that the surface energy of PMMA
is higher than that of graphene, increasing the pull-off
force. The higher surface energy of PMMA is one of the
reasons that the pull-off force on Cu-grown graphene
was higher than that on Ni-grown graphene when
conformal contact between the lens and graphene
occurred. It seemed that damage or transfer of gra-
phene onto the tip surface did not occur during
repeated contact even under the maximum contact
pressure of 2.0 GPa. The measured pull-off force was
reproducible during three sets of tests.

In addition to its adhesion properties, a great con-
cern is that CVD-grown graphene has lubricity despite
its atomic-scale thickness when coated on a substrate.
Recent studies on friction on atomically thin graphene
revealed that graphene significantly lowers the friction
between two surfaces when coated on solid surfaces at
the nanoscale.19,22 These reports suggest that gra-
phene could be a promising lubricant, even on larger
scales, because its mother material, graphite, has been
widely used in dry lubrication applications.23,24 In this
context, we measured the friction forces on CVD-
grown graphene during microscale contact.

Figure 3 shows the frictional characteristics of the
graphene films. Graphene effectively reduced the fric-
tion force, and the coefficient of friction depended on
the type of graphene film. The friction force on the
SiO2/Si substrate cleaned in piranha solution (a mixture
of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide in a 3:1 volume
ratio)25 before the friction test was quite high, corre-
sponding to a coefficient of friction of 0.68. The friction
force decreased markedly when graphene was trans-
ferred onto the substrate. The coefficient of friction was
0.22 for Cu-grown graphene on SiO2, and 0.12 for Ni-
grown graphene on SiO2. Interestingly, Ni-grown gra-
phene on SiO2 had a lower coefficient of friction than
Cu-grown graphene on SiO2, and the coefficient of
friction was close to that for bulk graphite on graphite
sliding (0.1).26 The friction force on the as-grown
graphene on Ni decreased even more, and the coefficient of friction was about 0.03. The decrease in the real contact area between the fused-silica lens and the graphene, and the strong adhesion between the graphene and the underlying Ni layer resulted in the lowest coefficient of friction. The rough surface of the as-grown graphene resulting from the growth of Ni grains during high-temperature CVD decreased the real contact area between the fused-silica lens and graphene (Supporting Information, Figure S2a,b). Additionally, graphene was only slightly worn from the substrate and was not transferred onto the fused-silica lens surface, even after five test sets at the same location on the sample (Supporting Information, Figure S2c,d), indicating that the graphene was bonded tightly to the Ni layer. The friction measurement result for as-grown graphene on Ni revealed that the interaction between the graphene and the substrate is an important factor for friction, and suggests that strong adhesion of graphene to the surface not only reduces the surface friction significantly but also contributes to the wear reduction of the film and the surface. We recommend that the graphene--substrate interaction should be studied in depth to improve graphene films for surface coating.

To investigate the reason that Ni-grown graphene on SiO2 had a lower coefficient of friction than Cu-grown graphene on SiO2, we analyzed the wear track after the friction test using various surface analysis tools such as an optical microscope, AFM, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 4 shows optical and AFM images of the wear track on the graphene samples after the friction tests. Cu-grown graphene on SiO2 was partly worn due to the sliding, even in the first sliding, under a load of 5 mN in the first set of friction tests. In the next test where the load was 10 mN, the graphene was continuously worn along the sliding direction and the width of the wear track was narrow, but clearly shown. This result shows that adhesion between the graphene and the SiO2 substrate was not strong. As the load increased to 70 mN in the first test set, the graphene was easily worn and the wear track became wider due to the increased contact area between the lens and the graphene. After that, two more sets of friction tests were performed at the same location on the sample, but the width of the wear track (~140 μm) changed little. After three sets of tests, the surface of the wear track was examined by optical microscopy (Figure 4a) and AFM. The AFM image of the center of the wear track (Figure 4b) shows that scratch lines formed along the sliding direction due to friction, and some wear debris was observed on the surface. The wear debris was primarily generated from the graphene worn from the substrate. At the boundary of the wear track (Figure 4c), part of the graphene remained because the contact pressure was almost zero at the proximate region between the lens and graphene. The line profile in Figure 4c shows that the remaining graphene was quite flat with a thickness of about 0.6 nm. The left side of the AFM image shows the region where contact between the lens and the graphene did not occur. There were many fine asperities on that region, and part of the PMMA residue remained on the graphene surface. The result also shows that rubbing under low contact pressure removed residue from the graphene. The graphene flakes worn during friction were mostly transferred onto the fused-silica lens, and the graphene film transferred onto the lens was a few tens of nanometers thick with many defects (Supporting Information, Figure S3). Therefore, after the fused silica lens slid against the Cu-grown graphene on SiO2 a few times in the first set of friction tests, sliding occurred primarily between the SiO2/Si substrate and the graphene films transferred onto the lens, as shown schematically in Figure 4d, resulting in a friction coefficient of 0.22.

Figure 4(e–h) shows observations of the wear track on Ni-grown graphene on SiO2 after the friction tests. The thicker Ni-grown graphene on SiO2 was more durable against sliding than the thinner Cu-grown graphene on SiO2. In the first set of friction tests where the repeated tests with increasing load were performed...
At the same location on the sample, the Ni-grown graphene was only partly worn up to a load of 50 mN. At a load of 70 mN, however, the graphene was almost worn out and the wear track was clearly visible. Four more sets of friction tests were performed at the same location on the sample, but the width of the wear track changed only slightly and some wear debris (a few micrometers in size) remained on the wear track as shown in Figure 4e. After that, the surface of the wear track was examined by AFM. Interestingly, in contrast to the Cu-grown graphene, the AFM image obtained at the center of the wear track (Figure 4f) showed that a thin layer patterned like a tortoise shell existed on the wear track. The layer surface was rough, and its thickness was in the range of 1–4 nm, as shown in the line profile. A thin layer with a tortoise shell-like pattern was also observed at the boundary of the wear track (right side of the AFM image in Figure 4g) along the sliding direction; the multilayer graphene film, not worn, is shown in the left side of the image. The thickness of the graphene films was in the range of 1–10 nm and varied significantly according to position. We believe that the thin layer with a tortoise shell-like pattern present on the wear track after the friction tests caused the differences in the frictional characteristics between the Cu- and Ni-grown graphene on SiO₂.

To investigate the layer with a tortoise shell-like pattern on the wear track of Ni-grown graphene, Raman and XPS spectra were obtained on the wear track of the graphene. The Raman spectrum on the nonworn region of Cu-grown graphene on SiO₂ shows typical graphene peaks, while the Raman spectrum on the center of the wear track shows that there was no graphene, indicating that graphene was worn out from the substrate (Figure 5a). The Raman spectrum of Ni grown graphene on SiO₂ (magenta line in Figure 5a), on the other hand, displayed weak, broad peaks in the range of 1200–1700 cm⁻¹, even on the wear track, indicating that amorphous carbon existed on the wear track of Ni-grown graphene.²⁶,²⁷ XPS analysis also showed clearly that carbon existed on the wear track of Ni-grown graphene (magenta line in Figure 5b), and there were no other atoms, such as nickel and copper, used as catalysts except carbon, oxygen, and silicon. The oxygen and silicon peaks originated from the SiO₂ surface beneath the graphene. Thus, we believe that the layer with a tortoise shell-like pattern on the wear track was composed of amorphous carbon.

The relative amount of carbon on the sample surfaces was estimated quantitatively from the XPS spectra. The atomic concentration ratio of C 1s on Si 2p increases as the amount of carbon on SiO₂ increases. For Cu-grown graphene on SiO₂, the atomic concentration ratio of C 1s on Si 2p decreased from 2.0 on the nonworn region to 1.6 on the wear track of the graphene due to the wear. For Ni-grown graphene on SiO₂, the atomic concentration ratio decreased from 8.6 for the nonworn region to 3.3 for the wear track. The content of carbon on the wear track of the Ni-grown graphene was higher than that on the nonworn region of Cu-grown graphene, indicating that the amorphous carbon layer on the wear track of Ni-grown graphene was thicker than that on Cu-grown graphene, consistent with the AFM results.

According to the Raman and XPS analyses, the layer with a tortoise shell-like pattern on the wear track of...
Ni-grown graphene was composed of amorphous carbon, not graphene, and the layer was thicker than the monolayer graphene. Although an amorphous carbon layer can be formed on a contact surface due to rubbing of carbon materials,28,29 in this case it appeared that the amorphous carbon layer was not formed due to sliding but originated from the Ni-grown graphene. If the layer was a product of friction, it would also have been generated on the wear track of Cu-grown graphene. The layer could have been generated from carbon atoms that were segregated on the Ni surface during graphene synthesis, but did not form perfect sp2 bonding during CVD.30,31 Therefore, repeated sliding during the friction tests for Ni-grown graphene caused the graphene film transferred onto the fused-silica lens to slide against the amorphous carbon layer adhered to the SiO2/Si substrate, as shown schematically in Figure 4h, decreasing the friction coefficient to 0.12. The coefficient of friction was comparable to that for graphite-to-graphite sliding where an amorphous carbon layer can be generated at the interface due to friction. The results showed that the amorphous carbon layer underlying the multilayer graphene grown on Ni significantly affected the tribological characteristics of the graphene. Additionally, it is expected that Ni-grown graphene should be more durable and have a longer wear lifetime due to the contribution from the amorphous carbon layer adhered strongly to the SiO2/Si substrate.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we measured the adhesion and friction forces on graphene films synthesized by CVD and transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate, and observed reduced adhesion and friction during micro- and nanoscale contact. The low surface energy of graphene and the topological surface modification by contaminants or wrinkles due to the transfer contributed to the low adhesion of graphene-coated surfaces. CVD-grown graphene also reduced the surface friction significantly, similar to the effects of graphite in many conventional applications. Ni-grown graphene on SiO2 was relatively durable and had a low friction coefficient compared with Cu-grown graphene on SiO2, resulting from the amorphous carbon layer with many defects, and a tortoise shell-like pattern. Ni-grown graphene had a coefficient of friction comparable to that of bulk graphite, indicating that graphene that is a few nanometers thick is a potential solid lubricant at the micro- and nanoscale. Additionally, the as-grown graphene on Ni showed the lowest coefficient of friction (0.03), and the frictional and wear characteristics of the multilayer graphene improved when the graphene was bonded tightly to the substrate and had nanoscale variations in thickness on the surface. The CVD-grown graphene films exhibited a strong potential for reducing the adhesion and friction forces and protecting the substrate surface.

METHODS

Preparation of Graphene Samples. Monolayer graphene was synthesized on Cu foil (25 μm thick) by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in a 4-in. quartz tube.17 While the furnace was heated to 1000 °C, H2 (8 sccm) gas flow cleaned and reduced the Cu catalyst. CH4 (24 sccm) flowed for 30 min to generate a carbon source at 1000 °C. Then, all input gases and power, except for H2, were turned off, and the furnace was cooled to below 100 °C. After graphene synthesis, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was coated on one side of the Cu foil to protect the synthesized graphene during the etching process of graphene placed on the opposite side of the foil. The Cu catalyst was removed by 0.1 M ammonium persulfate solution, (NH4)2S2O8 for 5 h, followed by rinsing with deionized (DI) water. After the PMMA-coated graphene was transferred onto the target substrate, the PMMA supporter was removed by dipping the sample in acetone at 80 °C to minimize the PMMA residue. Multilayer graphene was synthesized on a Ni metal catalyst deposited onto a SiO2/Si substrate.16 The sample was heated to
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etchant (BOE) by removing the underlying SiO2 layer. The Ni catalyst was annealed for 25 min in Ar with 1 M ferric chloride solution, FeCl3, followed H2 (250 sccm). After injecting the carbon source using CH2 (150 sccm) for 7 s, the chamber was cooled rapidly to synthesize the graphene. Because the multilayer graphene did not need a supporting layer, Ni/graphene was floated on buffered oxide etchant (BOE) by removing the underlying SiO2 layer. The Ni catalyst was removed using 1 M ferric chloride solution, FeCl3, for 10 min followed by rinsing with DI water. Then, the multilayer graphene was transferred onto a SiO2/ Si substrate.

Adhesion and Friction Tests. For the adhesion and friction tests on the graphene films, a laser-quality fused-silica plano-convex lens (PLCX-10.0-25.8, CVI Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM, USA) was used as the counterpart material. The radius of curvature of the fused-silica lens was 25.8 mm. The fused-silica lens was cleaned in piranha solution before adhesion and friction tests. The PDMS lens was fabricated by a molding method. After a mixture of degassed prepolymer and initiator (10:1) was prepared, it was poured onto a fused-silica mold with a radius of curvature of 10.3 mm and then cured in an oven overnight at 75 °C. The cured PDMS was readily detached from the lens without a release agent.

The adhesion and friction forces between the lens and the graphene films were measured using a home-built microtribometer. Figure 6 shows schematic diagrams of the microtribometer and test procedure. The microtribometer was installed in a chamber where the ambient conditions of relative humidity and gas could be controlled. A double-leaf cantilever was used to measure the pull-off and friction forces, which were determined from the deflection of the cantilever measured using laser-displacement sensors aligned in the direction of the y- and z-axes. To measure the force applied to the cantilever quantitatively, the force was calibrated against the sensor output, which was determined by adding and then removing weights one at a time. The force resolution of the system was 0.02 mN.

For the adhesion tests, the graphene sample was moved upward to contact the lens by moving the z-axis stage. The sample was pressed against the lens until the load reached the predetermined maximum applied load, and contact was maintained for a dwell time. Then, the sample was separated from the lens at a constant unloading velocity by lowering the z-axis stage. The pull-off force was determined from the measured force data and defined as the maximum adhesion force during the unloading segment. The adhesion test was repeated more than three times at the same location of the sample, and the repeated tests were conducted at more than three different locations on each sample.

For the friction tests, after the sample contacted the lens under a constant contact load, the sample stage was moved along the y-direction, and the lens slid against the sample. The cantilever was deformed in the y-direction due to the friction force, which was a time-averaged value of force along the y-axis during steady-state sliding. The coefficient of friction was calculated by dividing the friction force by the load. Only the fused-silica lens was used as a counterpart material for the friction tests. For each set of friction tests, the replicate tests were performed at the same location as the load increased from 5 to 70 mN. Each set was repeated more than three times, usually five times, on the same location of the substrate. The data set was collected for different locations on the sample. The temperature and relative humidity in the chamber were measured using a thermohygrometer. During the experiments, the relative humidity and temperature of the chamber were 33 ± 3% and 21 ± 1 °C, respectively. The contact area between the lens and the graphene films during the tests was observed in real time using a microscope and high-speed charge-coupled device (CCD) camera module above the cantilever. Images were recorded simultaneously and analyzed later. The test conditions are presented in Table 1.

An atomic force microscope (XE-100, Park Systems, Korea) was used to investigate the adhesion properties of the graphene films during nanoscale contact. In the nanoscale adhesion tests, the topography effect on the measured adhesion force was negligible compared with that in the microscale tests. A high-density, diamond-like carbon (HD-DLC) probe (Nanotools, Germany) was used because it offered a hemispherical, symmetric, hydrophobic, smooth, and hard tip, providing a consistent pull-off force due to the robustness of the tip against multiple contacts. Two probes with different tip radii and cantilever stiffnesses were used. The tip radius and cantilever stiffness provided by the manufacturer was used. Using the probes, an adhesion test was conducted on bare SiO2 as a reference substrate and the Cu-grown graphene films were tested. Then, a test was conducted on bare SiO2 again, and the Ni-grown

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the microtribometer and test procedure.

TABLE 1. Experimental Conditions for the Adhesion and Friction Tests Using a Microtribometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Lens (radius of curvature, R (mm))</th>
<th>Applied Load (mN)</th>
<th>Max. Contact Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Max. Separation Speed (μm/s)</th>
<th>Max. Approach Speed (μm/s)</th>
<th>Max. Sliding Speed (μm/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion Test</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.95 (PDMS)</td>
<td>0.05 (PDMS)</td>
<td>5.4 (PDMS)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Test</td>
<td>fused silica (25.8)</td>
<td>5–70 mN</td>
<td>15–37</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The maximum contact pressure was calculated using Hertz’s contact theory under the given load. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 800 GPa and 0.14 for the HD-DLC tip and 75 GPa and 0.17 for the SiO2 substrate.

TABLE 2. Experimental Conditions for the Adhesion Tests Using an Atomic Force Microscope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Adhesion Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tip (radius of curvature, r (nm))/stiffness</td>
<td>50 (0.2, 150.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach speed, vapp (μm/s)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. applied load, L (mN)</td>
<td>10–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. contact pressure (GPa)</td>
<td>1.6–2.0 (r = 50 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwell time, tswell (s)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. separation speed, vsep (μm/s)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The maximum contact pressure was calculated using Hertz’s contact theory under the given load. The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 800 GPa and 0.14 for the HD-DLC tip and 75 GPa and 0.17 for the SiO2 substrate.
This material is available free of charge transferred onto the fused-silica lens after the friction tests. http://pubs.acs.org.
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